
Saint Clones RPG Adventure Three 
Introduction: 
The last time you were all together, you had just been betrayed and robbed by Dr 
Aqua. (If Dr Col is playing, they were particularly crushed by the experience, since Dr 
Aqua was their best friend.) You all took some time to yourselves over these past few 
weeks - travelling, reading books, self-care, whatever.. 
GM, please note that Dr Aqua does not appear in this adventure. If your player is there, 
you should find a way to include the character… maybe they have amnesia and don’t 
remember where they hid the items? 

Setting the scene: 
You all received a letter a few days ago calling you back home. It reads: 
Dearest Resurrected Adventurers, 
I have some good news for you. I’ve found the place that Dr Aqua stores their stolen 
goods. I can help you get close through a teleportation scroll, but I don’t have the 
exact location. On top of the return of your stolen goods, I will pay you each 500 GP. All 
I ask in return is that you bring me the green and gold box WITHOUT opening it. The 
team should meet back at the church, and the transportation scroll will be waiting for 
you. 
Sincerely, 
A Mysterious Benefactor 

You sit around a large table in the old All Saints Kingsway church that is your home. 
Some of you might not know each other, so now might be a good time to (re)introduce 
yourselves. When you are done it’s time to… 

Begin: 
An opened scroll falls from the ceiling onto the centre of your table. Your surroundings 
fade away. You close your eyes for a moment, and when you open them, you are 
sitting on the ground in a clearing in a forest. It is dusk, the sun is setting. It will be dark 
soon. The ground you sit on is covered in underbrush, moss and forest decay. The trees 
are quite tall, a mixture of oak, birch and pine. There are crickets chirping and the 
sound of the wind blowing through the trees. 

So… what do you want to do? 

Notes on the Location: 
This adventure doesn’t have a lot of necessary encounters, because there is lots of 
room for ‘forest survival’. Make sure there’s inclement weather so the PCs need to build 
shelter.  
* To climb a tree - DC 13 climb check. 
* To cut down a tree - DC 17 strength check with appropriate weapon.  
* Torches or spells are needed for light at nighttime. 
* There is a stream. Just a regular stream. 
* There are some squirrels and crows. Regular bugs. Their nests and dens can be found 

in the trees.  
* It gets cold at night. 
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List of Encounters: 
* Stone Statue of a kitten holding a treasure box. Could it be the green and gold box 
your benefactor wants? If the stone salve is rubbed on it, the kitten becomes a real 
kitten, the box turns into a regular treasure box with a toy mouse inside. (If Mal is playing 
and shifts into a cat form, they are able to speak with and befriend the kitten with a DC 
10 Charisma check.) 
* You hear voices in the distance to the East. If you follow the voices, you find a dwarf 
and an elf playing a game of hot potato around a campfire, with an actual hot 
potato. They are friendly, and if the players attempt to combat them, they’ll run away, 
and won’t fight back. 
Dwarf - Enid, a happy young lady, not smart, that likes to make nonsensical jokes. She’s 
very chatty. 
Elf - Rowen, a young shy elf who appears to have a bit of a crush on Enid, he always 
defers to her and laughs at all her weird jokes. He is not happy that you are interrupting 
them and wants you to leave. 
Information they can glean from them: They have met a human doctor who spends 
time in these woods. In fact, they think he stole Enid’s woodcarving of a unicorn. They 
have seen a shack to the north, in the centre of an old crater hole.  
* Combat: Bear - AC 14, HP 7. Melee Claw/Bite Attack - 1d6 damage 
* Combat: Elk x 3 - AC 13, HP 4. Melee Headbutt Attack - 1d4 damage 
* Combat: Wolf x 5 - AC 13, HP 2. Melee Bite Attack - 1d4 damage 
* If they get to the shack: It is a small shack, the size of a garden shed, with walls made 
of thin wood and a locked wooden door. Door (or walls) can be broken down with a 
DC 11 strength check or opened through magic or lock-picking. Inside is a small room 
with shelves. On the shelves: 
-[the items that were stolen in the last adventure] 
-locked green and gold box (detect magic and/or detect trap will show that it is both 
magic and a trap) 
-scroll of teleportation (those within a 100 foot radius of the caster can be teleported, 
this particular scroll only sends creatures home, not anywhere in the world) 

Endgame: 
If they open the box: 
A circle of flame shoots out from the box. Everyone must attempt a dexterity throw (DC 
12) to dodge the flames. If they fail, 2d4 fire damage. Also, the shack bursts into flames 
as though it were doused in fuel. Throw another dexterity check at DC 12 to see if they 
get out of the shack in time. If they fail, 2d4 or damage again. All items that were in the 
shack are burned or melted.  
If the scroll is burned in this fire - You look around at your burned comrades and realize 
that you have failed your mission. You’ve got a long walk to find your way home, and 
until then, hopefully your character has strong wilderness survival skills! 

If they use the teleportation: 
You open your eyes and you are back around the table you started at. 
If the box has not been opened - a sack containing 500 GP is in front of each of you at 
the table. The box is gone. 
If it has - there is a note on the table saying: You will pay for opening my box. Watch 
your backs. I will take my revenge. 
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Your adventure is over for the day. But who was this mysterious benefactor. Will you ever 
meet them? You’ll find out … in another adventure on another day. 

 

This game was created by Lindsay B-e.  

You can find more information and downloads about the Saint Clones RPG at 
biseenscene.com.
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